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To all whom it may concern.

top of the sheet as the head thereof, the said
Be it known that I, NATHANIEL HARRIS circular spaces in the ?rst row are colored
SANBORN, a citizen of the United States, re-' red, in the second row white, in the third
siding at Jersey City, in the county of Hud row blue, in the fourth or middle row white, 55
son and State of New Jersey, have invented and in the last three rows red, white, and
certain new and useful Improvements in Puz blue, respectively. It will also be observed
zles, of which the following is a full and com

that the circular spaces above referred to are

plete speci?cation, such as will enable those arranged in transverse and vertical or hori

skilled in the art to which it appertains to
IO

make and use the same.

zontal rows, and all of said spaces, with the
exception of the end spaces of the rows at
the side of the box or casing, are provided
each with a letter of the alphabet, and said
spaces at the ends of the side rows of the box

This invention relates to puzzles, and the
object thereof is to provide an improved de
vice of this class which is simple in construc
tion, but the solution of which is exceedingly or casing are preferably each provided with 65
dif?cult, said solution being capable of ac a star or other designating character. The

complishment, however, by the exercise of letters of the alphabet employed preferably
care, skill, and ingenuity on the part of the form the words of the sentence “How the
operator.
great Dewey ?ght was won,” and it will be
The invention is fully disclosed in the fol

20

lowing speci?cation, of which the accompa
nying drawings form a part, in which

Figure l is a plan view of a box or casing
which forms a part of my puzzle; Fig. 2, a
similar View of a number of blocks which I
25 employ and which also form a part of the
puzzle; and Fig. 3, a section on the line 3 3

of Fig. 1, showing the blocks in position.
In the drawings forming part of this speci
?cation the separate parts of my improve
ment are designated by the same numerals
of reference in each of the views, and in the
practice of my invention I provide a box or

casing which is preferably rectangular in
form and which comprises a bottom 5, vertical
35 side walls 6, and end walls 7, and the corners
of the box or casing are preferably ?lled with
triangular blocks 8.
The box or casing is provided with a plu_

observed that by reason of the peculiar for
mation of said spaces and the location thereof
each transverse row contains one word of said

sentence.
I also employ a plurality of circular blocks 75
or disks 11, which are shown in Fig. 2 and
which equal in number those circular spaces
10 in the box or casing which are provided
with letters, the corner-spaces 10, which are
provided with stars or other designating char
acters, being not represented by a disk or
block, and these disks or blocks 11 are pro

vided with letters which correspond with
those in the circular spaces 10 of the box or
casing and are also colored to correspond

with said spaces. In practice these blocks
or disks are placed indiscriminately in the
box or casing, and the solution of the puzzle
consists in manipulating said blocks or disks,
without taking them out of the casing or rais

85

rality of longitudinal vertical walls or plates them off of the bottom thereof, so as to arrange
9, which are preferably oblong in form and them in the position shown in Fig. 2, in which

which are secured to the bottom thereof and

the arrangement of said blocks or disks will
by means of which the central portion of the be exactly the same as that of the arrange
box or casing is divided into ?ve longitudinal ment of the circular spaces in the box or cas 95
spaces or passages which are in communica ing, and the sentence hereinbefore referred to
45 tion at each end, the ends of the walls or may be read thereon. This solution is very
?anges 9 being at a distance from the end difficult, but may be accomplished in the man
walls of the box or casing substantially equal ner of other puzzles of this class, and instead
to the width of the spaces between said walls of using the sentence “How the great Dewey
or ?anges. The bottom of the box or casing ?ght was won” another sentence may be em
50 is also provided with seven transverse rows ployed or other designating characters may

of circular spaces 10, and, considering the be used to distinguish the separate circular

end of the box or casing directed toward the spaces in the box or casing and the corre
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spondin g blocks or disks. In moving the which are provided with corresponding let
disks or blocks in order to accomplish the ters, substantially as shown and described.
2. A puzzle box or casing,comprisinga bot
foregoing solution of the puzzle they must
not be raised from the bottom of said box or tom and vertical side and end walls, said box
casing, and each movement must be from one or casing being also provided with a plurality
of the circular spaces to another, and the ob of longitudinal vertical walls or ?anges se 45
ject of providing four of the spaces which are cured to the bottom thereof, and between
not represented by a disk or block is to pro which and the side walls of the box or casing
vide room for the movement of the disks or are longitudinal spaces which are equal in
width, and which communicate at each end
blocks, as will be readily understood.
Having fully described my invention, I with transverse end spaces of equal width
claim as new and desire to secure by Letters

therewith, and the bottom of said box or cas

Patent
1. In a puzzle, a rectangular box or casing,
comprising abottom and vertical side and end

ing being also provided with a plurality of

at each corner with a triangular block, and

or ?anges, and the side walls of the box or

circular spaces arranged in transverse and
longitudinal rows, the longitudinal rows of
walls, said box or casing being also provided said spaces being placed between the Walls 55
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with a plurality of longitudinal vertical walls casing, said circular spaces except the end
or ?anges secured to the bottom thereof par spaces of the side longitudinal rows being
allel with the sides, and between which and provided with letters so arranged that each
the sides of said box or casing are correspond transverse row of circularspaces forms a word

ing longitudinal spaces equal in width, said of a sentence, and a plurality of blocks or

spaces being in communication at each end disks which correspond with the circular
with transverse and corner spaces, equal in spaces which are provided with letters, said
25 width to the longitudinal spaces said longi blocks or disks being also provided with cor
tudinal vertical walls or ?anges being termi responding letters, and the separate trans
nated at each end so as to form said trans
verse and corner spaces, the bottom of the

verse rows of said circular spaces being dis

tinctively colored, and a corresponding num
ber of said blocks or disks being similarly
colored,substantially as shown and described.
In testimony that I claim the foregoing as
tudinal rows being between the vertical walls my invention I have signed my name, in pres

box or casing being also provided with a‘ plu
rality of circular spaces arranged in trans
verse and longitudinal rows, the said longi

or ?anges and the sides of the box or casing,

ence of the subscribing witnesses, this 14th

and said circular spaces except the end spaces day of June, 1898.
35 of the side rows being provided With letters
NATHANIEL HARRIS SANllOllr'.
so arranged that each transverse row thereof
\Vitnesses:
forms the word of a sentence, and a plurality
F. A. STEWART,
of circular blocks or disks which correspond
A. C. McLoUcHLix.
with the circular spaces having letters, and

65

